
YOU LOOK GOOD – Lady Antebellum (Dm) 
 

 

CHORDS:  Dm= xxo231  G= 32ooo3 

   

INTRO:  Dm  G    Dm  G 

 

 

         Dm 

On a boat..on a beach..in the water..in the sand 

            G 

In the back of a bar, cold beer in your hand 

 

 

                 Dm 

Breaking hearts..breaking necks..when we rolling down the streets 

            G 

Heads turning all day, when they see you with me 

 

 

Dm                            G 

I’m thinking everybody better stand in line 

        Dm                                                G 

‘Cause they need to know that your body is coming with me tonight 

 

 

                                    Dm                                                                

CHORUS: They’re like hey who that there with the shades 

                           G 

                 Like, oh, the way you move to the bass 

                       Dm 

                 Hold up..whole room gets to spinning 

                                     G 

                  From the second that you walked in here, baby 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..all day all night 

                                  G 

                  You look good..so fresh, so fine 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..got everybody watching you 

                            G 

                  Like cameras in Hollywood 

                                           Dm       G 

                  Baby you look good 

                                           Dm       G 

                  Baby you look good 

  

 

          Dm 

Black dress..to the nines..spent New Years in a pent 

                  G 

From the floor to the roof..make the skyline spin 

 

 

Dm 

Yeah you killing me, boy, in your black faded jeans 

       G 

Thank god I work hard when you’re smiling at me 



                                     Dm                                                                

CHORUS: They’re like hey who that there with the shades 

                           G 

                 Like, oh, the way you move to the bass 

                       Dm 

                 Hold up..whole room gets to spinning 

                                     G 

                  From the second that you walked in here, baby 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..all day all night 

                                  G 

                  You look good..so fresh, so fine 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..got everybody watching you 

                            G 

                  Like cameras in Hollywood 

                                           Dm       G 

                  Baby you look good 

                                           Dm       G 

                  Baby you look good 

 

  

            Dm                              G 

BRIDGE: I’m thinking everybody..better stand in line 

            Dm                                                          G 

              ‘Cause they need to know that your body..is coming with me tonight 

 

 

                                    Dm                                                                

CHORUS: They’re like hey who that there with the shades 

                           G 

                 Like, oh, the way you move to the bass 

                       Dm 

                 Hold up..whole room gets to spinning 

                                     G 

                  From the second that you walked in here, baby 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..all day all night 

                                  G 

                  You look good..so fresh, so fine 

                                  Dm 

                  You look good..got everybody watching you 

                            G 

                  Like cameras in Hollywood 

                                           Dm       G 

                  Baby you look good 

                                                       Dm       G 

                  Cmon..Baby you look good 
                     (a cappella) 

                  Baby, you look good 


